
G A L L E R Y
Your luxury living edit—interiors, design, art, architecture, and style   

C E R A M I C S

MIDAS TOUCH
Sonia Pedrazzini has been working on her Le Morandine project 

since 2009, bringing three-dimensionality to the paintings of 
Giorgio Morandi. The artist was famous for his stylized still lifes  

in muted palettes, but Pedrazzini’s ceramic vases, handcrafted  
in her native Italy, come in a rather more vivid range of colors,  
and she has recently added metallic iterations to the collection.  

Each vessel is stamped with the designer’s monogram and is 
presented with a certificate of authenticity.

lemorandine.it
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I N T E R I O R S

Grand entrance
Your interior designer will tell you how 
important it is to get the decor of your 
entry hall right—it’s the first room that 

anyone visiting will see, and you only get 
one chance to make a first impression. 

Hommés Studio has curated everything you 
need for an eye-catching hall, in a room-set 
named Decadent Bohemian Entryway. Stars 

of the show are the bold, colorful Elephant 
sideboard, which has a travertine top and 

handles, and the Art Deco-inspired Nilo 
mirror with gold and bronze aluminum 

detailing. “Surround yourself with magic 
design details and envision a space that 

makes you happy,” its designers suggest.
hommes.studio

F I R E P L AC E S

THE GRATE 
OUTDOORS
Embrace the cooler evenings and the 
shorter days by investing in an outdoor 
fireplace. Focus was the first company 
to take the fireplace out of the wall  
and into the middle of the room, so  
it’s a logical progression for the brand 
to have turned its attention to outside 
spaces. There are currently seven 
models to choose from, available in 
black or rust, which have all been given 
an anti-corrosion treatment. Four 
suspended and pivoting fires include 
Gyrofocus, which has a wider firepit, 
and the Egrofocus (left), whose pit is 
deeper and squatter, and three wall- 
mounted models. All Focus outdoor 
fires are compatible with cooking, but 
must be installed under shelter and at 
least 6.2 miles (10 km) from the coast. 
focus-fireplaces.com

H O M E WA R E

Curve appeal
Art isn’t just for walls, as The Rug Company’s Blot & Brush collection demonstrates. 

Inspired by Abstract Expressionism and the belief that art should materialize from the 
unconscious mind, five designs are available, each referencing a New York landmark. 

Ramble (pictured) has a curving line in a terracotta hue, inspired by the paths of Central 
Park, while Hudson features a motif woven in silk that gives the impression that a paint 

brush has been drawn across its surface. Each rug is hand-knotted in Kathmandu, Nepal.
therugcompany.com 
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L I G H T I N G

In the ring
It took Ted Bradley a year and “hundreds 
of fails” to perfect the illuminated rings 

that make up his Samsara chandelier. 
Inspired by the “arching ribs of a whale 

skeleton bleached in the sun,” it is both a 
piece of sculpture and a lighting solution. 

Each handmade ring takes weeks to 
create, and the size, metal type, and finish 

can be customized. Thanks to its warm, 
dimmable LED lights, the chandelier will 
cast a candlelight-like glow over a dining 

table or illuminate a whole room. 
tedbradleystudio.com 

WATC H E S

TIME-HONORED STYLE
Willy Breitling, the grandson of company founder 

Léon, designed Breitling’s Premier wristwatches in 
the 1940s, noting, “When a man puts on his watch, 

it is the unmistakable stamp of impeccable taste.” 
After many years of partnership, Bentley Motors  

and Breitling have launched the Breitling Premier 
B21 Chronograph Tourbillon 42 Bentley Limited 

Edition, which reinterprets those ’40s designs for the 
modern wrist. Limited to 25 pieces, it has a 1.65-inch 

(42 mm) case in red gold, an alligator strap, and a 
transparent sapphire caseback revealing the 

movement with its 22-karat gold oscillating weight. 
breitling.com

G A M E S

A TOUCH OF GLASS
Ping-pong originated in Victorian England, where it was 
played by the upper classes as a parlor game. Now the 
ping-pong table has been reimagined by Italian company 
Impatia. The Lungolinea Gold table is Olympic-sized and 
crafted in low-iron glass with 24-karat gold-plated details, 
while the Lungolinea Leather has a textured surface on 
the table’s base, available in 10 finishes. Impatia has also 
produced a glass billiards table, a poker table, and a games 
table, with tops for mahjong, backgammon, or checkers.
impatia.com 

F U R N I T U R E

California dreaming 
Inspired by company founder Nidhi Kapur’s home 
state of California, the recently released Maiden 
Home collection has a laid-back and relaxed style, 
showcasing “natural materials in their simplest, 
truest form.” At the heart of the collection is the 
elegant wood-platform Muir sofa, available in a 
variety of colorways. The finely crafted sofa also 
features a built-in end table—the perfect place  
to display this magazine. There are matching  
solid-ash benches and nesting tables as well,  
which, like the sofa, are all finished by hand.
maidenhome.com
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WA L L PA P E R

BACK TO THE ’80S
It’s been 40 years since the 
acclaimed Memphis Group first 
exhibited at Milan’s Arc ’74 gallery, 
shaking up the design world with 
shapes, colors, and patterns that 
drew inspiration from Pop Art, 
1950s kitsch, emerging tech, and 
futuristic imagery. To mark the 
occasion, Hovia has transformed 
iconic 1980s Memphis designs into 
a range of wallpapers in a palette of 
pinks, purples, reds, oranges, and 
blues. Hovia’s designer Tori Dennett 
says, “The Memphis collection has 
been almost a year in the making. 
After initially drawing more than 
70 sketches, we narrowed it down 
to six designs that we felt took the 
modern ’80s aesthetic that is so 
classically Memphis into 2021.” 
hovia.com

S P I R I T S

MAJOR TOM
Old Tom gin—slightly sweeter than 

London gin—was popular in the 18th 
century. It’s unknown who Old Tom 

was, but we suspect he would approve of 
Boatyard’s new version of the namesake 
spirit. Boatyard was the first distillery in 

Ireland to make an Old Tom gin, and,  
in a new spin on the traditional method, 
the spirit rests in first-fill Pedro Ximénez 

casks. Once it is aged, a small dash of 
Pedro Ximénez sherry is added. The 
result is a robust drink with notes of  

fig and toffee, and a certain smokiness. 
Made in small batches, Boatyard Old 

Tom is created using organic wheat spirit 
and is distilled with juniper and botanics 
including wild sweet gale, coriander, and 

licorice. It’s delicious with tonic but 
equally suited to sipping neat over ice.

boatyarddistillery.com 
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M I R R O R S

Seeing double
As their name suggests, there are two mirrors in the 

Twin family, each of which is contained within a 
geometric floating frame. Twin One is a square wall 

mirror that has a delicate brass frame surrounding it, 
only making contact at the corners, while the full-

length Twin Duo—perfect for bedrooms and hallways—
looks like a stretched, elongated version of its sibling. 
The Twins are designed by Michele di Fonzo for Italian 

brand Frag, which started life in 1921 producing leather 
and hide furniture, and today creates homewares and 

accessories in all shapes, sizes, and materials.   
frag.it



H O M E WA R E

Hard times
The team at Formed Concrete Basins has an enduring 

love affair with concrete. For more than 15 years the 
company has crafted bespoke sinks from what Mark 
Jankowski, creative director, describes as “a unique 

material that can be cast into any shape or form.” The 
latest collection, Arc, showcases that versatility with 

an unusual range of sinks inspired by the curves of 
classical architecture, with styles such as Nobu, Koro, 

and Arch available in a range of 40 colors. Like all 
Formed basins they are produced using 80 percent 

recycled materials and can be customized.  
formedconcretebasins.com

G L A S S WA R E

STAR TURN
Showcase your cocktails in new mouth-blown glasses 

from Richard Brendon. Inspired by glassware from 
the turn of the 20th century, The Cocktail Collection 
features nine pieces, including a shot glass, carafe, ice 

bucket, and martini glass, all “designed to enhance 
every part of the cocktail experience, from preparing 

and serving to drinking and enjoying.” The collection 
is available in clear glass or with an etched star motif. 

Surprisingly, the delicate glassware is dishwasher safe.
richardbrendon.com

A R T

Steel succulents
Giving a whole new meaning to “bringing the outside 
in” BAM Design has recast the cactus as an objet  
d’art, formed from stainless steel set atop a basalt 
base. Its creators say that the 35-inch-tall (90 cm) 
Fico is a “tribute to this plant… that personifies the 
Mediterranean landscape with its iconic shape and 
strong evocative power… which grows wild and 
spontaneous, blossoms, and offers its fruits without 
requiring attention.” Based in Sardinia, the design 
studio—Bottega Artigiana Metalli—has been producing 
metalwork since the 1800s, and has also produced 
horned metal sculptures reminiscent of bulls or bison. 
bam-design.com
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B O O K S

Global style
From chintzy classics to daring minimalism, 
Dominic Bradbury’s Atlas of Interior Design 
brings together more than 400 interiors to 
showcase how we have decorated our homes 
from the 1940s to the present day. Organized 
by geography, some of the properties 
included display design tropes unique to  
their location, while others simply push the 
boundaries of what we consider interior 
decor to be. Meticulously researched and 
written, and beautifully photographed, this 
432-page book is a must for your coffee 
table, however your own home is styled. 
phaidon.com

T E X T I L E S

COVER UP
Emilia Galatis worked with Western Australia’s 

indigenous artists for more than 14 years, as a 
curator and art consultant, before founding 

Flash Minky, which brings their creations into 
people’s homes as soft furnishings. She produces 
limited-edition blankets that are woven to order 

in the United States from recycled cotton, 
licensing the prints and returning 100 percent 

of net profits to the artists. “Our products reflect 
the diversity and geographical drama of arts 

and culture across Western Australia,” she says. 
flashminky.com Finding one’s path can sometimes be attributed to 

luck. Simon Philip Wolf was wondering what his next 
step might be when, thanks to his father, he joined 
Wolf, purveyors of cases and safes to house precious 
jewels, watches, and so much more. 

Wolf, now managing director and head of design,  
is the fifth generation to immerse himself in the 
family firm. “I was 19, kicking my heels with no 
intention of going down the family route when I 
heeded my father’s suggestion that I try it out. I began  
in the factory and found it intriguing. I was bitten…”

The Wolf heritage dates back to 1834, when Philip 
Wolf set up the company in Hanau, Germany. Today 
it is a global business with headquarters in England 
and offices in Los Angeles and Hong Kong.

A Wolf jewelry or watch case is as much a thing  
of beauty as the cherished cargo it protects. Designs 
range from classic to contemporary, offering clients 
more than 500 variations—colors, hinges, studs, 
quilting, embroidery—to choose from.

For security, the company’s renowned safes are  
a superb fusion of aesthetic and functionality. Wolf 
offers the bespoke Atlas collection, where a customer 
can configure the interior, rows and drawers, and 
color; or a completely made-to-order Churchill safe, 
where one can match personal tastes by choosing the 
leather, stitching, and hardware. But it’s the watch 
winder inside that makes a Wolf safe incomparable.  

“A watch has a beating heart inside of it,” Wolf says.  
“The movement of one’s wrist moves a metal disc 
inside; this rotor applies pressure to the mainspring 
and that is where the store energy comes from to  
keep the watch running. When not being worn the 
mainspring loses its energy and the watch will stop.  
A Wolf winder mimics a day in the life of a watch. It’s 
a precision handmade instrument we have patented, 
the only winder in the world that counts rotations.” 

It is an ingenious system, and for Simon Wolf a 
necessity. How many watches does he have? “I have 
40, with my eye on a Jaeger-LeCoultre Polaris next.”
wolf1834.com

Time is precious: Wolf’s 
watch cabinets (above) 
and jewelry cases (left) 
are handcrafted in the 
finest materials; the 
company’s watch safes 
(below) come with an 
app, which allows owners 
to set the winder to 
control each of their 
timepieces separately.

B E S P O K E L I V I N G

What’s the 
time Mr. Wolf?
Simon Wolf loves watches, and creates 
beautiful safes in which to keep them
Words STEPHANIE JONES
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